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An investigation was carried out about the gold nanotube synthesis via a galvanic replacement reaction. The progress of the
gold nanotube synthesis was investigated using electron microscopy and UV-Vis spectroscopy. In addition, the reaction rates
of gold nanotube formation in the early stage of the reaction were studied. The chlorine ion concentration linearly increased
with the gold precursor concentration but deviated from the stoichiometric amounts. This deviation was probably due to AgCl
precipitates formed by the reaction of chlorine ions with dissolved silver ions. The replacement reaction was promoted with
increased temperature and was nonlinearly proportional to the gold ion concentration. The outcomes of this research will enhance
the current understanding of the galvanic replacement reaction.

1. Introduction

Metal nanotubes attract much interest due to their charac-
teristic structure with a high aspect ratio, physical durability,
and chemical activity. Compared to carbon nanotubes, metal
nanotubes have enhanced reactivities toward chemicals and
higher electroconductivities. These properties make metal
nanotubes useful for applications in electrical devices, sen-
sors, and catalysts among other engineering applications
[1–6]. Recently, porous metal nanostructures such as metal
nanotubes are also expected to be applied to not only elec-
trical devices but also medical imaging probes because they
possess surface plasmon resonance at a specific wavelength
[7]. Among the many metals, gold is a promising material
that is applicable for use in medical probes due to its lower
toxicity than those of other metal candidates. Due to this,
gold nanotubes are a promising nanomaterial with many
potential applications.

For the practical production of gold nanotubes, a facile
and benign synthesis method with well-understood funda-
mentals should be utilized. Various methods to synthesize

metal nanotubes have been proposed in a number of
studies. Metal nanotubes have been grown by regrowth
of metal precursor on surface-modified silicon nanowires
[8, 9], electroless deposition and subsequent etching [10],
electrochemical synthesis using an inorganic anodic alu-
minum oxide (AAO) template [11–13], and organic tubu-
lar template-based mineralization [14, 15]. Most of these
methods are based on the template method which allows
for easy control of the shape and tubular structure and
can be applied for the synthesis of various hybrid materials
with a core-shell structure. In addition to these methods,
sacrificial templating is an interesting method in which a
solid template is replaced via a galvanic reaction during the
deposition of other materials. A metallic template with a
lower reduction potential can be used as a sacrificial template
that then controls the shape of another metal with a higher
reduction potential. Solid silver nanostructures have been
applied as a sacrificial template in the preparation of other
porous metal and metal oxide structures. Much work has
been reported by Xia et al. on shape- or morphology-
controlled nanostructures such as cubes, spheres, and other
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porous structures [16–20]. They have studied the mechanism
and morphological evolution of the galvanic replacement
reaction [21, 22]. Recently, we extended the replacement
reaction method traditionally used to produce solid metals so
that it can be used to synthesize metal oxides [23]. Although
many studies have reported on the synthesis of various
porous structures, few studies have been conducted on the
associated reaction rates. Detailed information of the kinetics
of the replacement reaction is required for minute control of
the reaction conditions.

In this paper, we studied the synthesis of gold nanotubes
from sacrificial silver nanorod templates and the related
reaction rates. Even though the galvanic replacement reac-
tion takes place voluntarily due to the reduction potential
difference, in practice, the reaction rate is influenced by the
reaction temperature and the reactant concentrations. We
investigated the effects of these factors on the replacement
reaction to further understand gold nanotube formation via
galvanic replacement.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Chemicals. For the synthesis of silver nanorods, anhy-
drous ethylene glycol (99.8%), silver nitrate (AgNO3,
99.9%), and polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP, Mw 55,000)
were purchased from Aldrich. Gold(III) chloride trihydrate
(HAuCl4·3H2O, 99+%, Aldrich) was used as a replaced
metal ion source. All chemicals were used as received without
additional purification.

2.2. Preparation of Sacrificial Silver Nanorods and Gold Nan-
otubes. The polyol process was used to synthesize sacrificial
silver nanorods which were prepared via the growth of
seed silver nanoparticles. In ethylene glycol, AgNO3 was
added to generate seed silver nanocrystals. These seeds were
further grown into nanorods by the capping agent. A detailed
protocol for the synthesis of Ag nanorods has been presented
elsewhere [23, 24].

To synthesize gold nanorods, the suspending medium of
ethylene glycol was replaced with water. A 10 mL suspension
of the synthesized Ag nanorods was centrifuged to collect
the solid nanorods. The supernatant solution was removed,
and then the nanorod aggregates were washed with acetone
to remove any surface-adsorbed PVP. Removal of ethylene
glycol and PVP is required to prevent the additional growth
of gold [25]. The nanorods suspended in acetone were
recollected by centrifugation in order to exchange the
acetone suspending medium with water. The water washing
process was repeated three times. The mass concentration of
the silver nanorod suspension was determined by weighing
the collected Ag nanorods. The gold precursor solution was
prepared by dissolving HAuCl4 in deionized water to gener-
ate a solution with a concentration of 10 mM. To perform the
galvanic replacement reaction, 5 mL of the 10 mM HAuCl4
solution was quickly added to 30 mL of the silver nanorod
suspension (solid content 2.1 mg/mL) in a glass flask under
vigorous stirring at 100◦C. During the replacement reaction,
the black silver nanorod solution turned gray, suggesting the

formation of AgCl. For the kinetics study, the reaction was
performed at different temperatures of 25, 40, and 60◦C. The
reaction was allowed to proceed for 20 min, during which,
samples were taken to monitor the concentration of the
remaining gold ions.

2.3. Characterization. The synthesized silver nanorods and
gold nanotubes were investigated using field emission
scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Hitachi S-4200,
Nissei Sangyo Co., 30 kV) and energy-filtering transmis-
sion electron microscopy (EF-TEM, LIBRA 120, Zeiss Co.,
120 kV). The chemical composition of the nanoparticles was
confirmed by energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). UV-
Vis absorption spectra were obtained (UV-Vis, 1601 PC,
Shimadzu Co.) before and after the replacement reaction.
The concentration of the remaining gold ions was deter-
mined by measuring the UV-Vis absorbance intensity at a
wavelength of 310 nm after preparing a standard curve [26].
The absorbance intensity may contain the effect of interband
absorption which cannot be eliminated in the measurement.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Synthesis of Gold Nanotubes. The sacrificial silver
nanorod templates were prepared via the polyol process in
which silver nanoparticles were used as seeds for nanorod
growth. To direct the c-axial growth of the seed nanopar-
ticles, PVP acted as a capping molecule directing the silver
growth [24]. The silver nanoparticles used as seeds are shown
in Figure 1(a). The seed nanoparticles had an average particle
size of 11.9±9.1 nm. The prepared sacrificial silver nanorods
are shown in Figure 1(b). The Ag nanorods had an average
diameter of 100.3 ± 14.8 nm and were several micrometers
in length. As seen in the TEM image, some spherical silver
particles were also observed whose growth may not have
been properly adjusted by the capping molecules. From
the magnified image of the silver nanorods, they were seen
to have smooth surfaces with a round end (Figure 1(c)).
The axial growth of the silver nanorods was characterized
by the XRD study in which the (111) peak shows the
strongest intensity (data not shown). The growth of the silver
nanorods was also characterized by evaluating the changes in
the UV-Vis spectra. Silver nanoparticles are known to exhibit
surface plasmon resonance in the UV-Vis region, such that
comparison between nanoparticles and nanorods is possible
[27]. The spectrum of the silver seeds has a characteristic
peak at 425 nm. This type of UV-Vis spectrum is commonly
observed with many metal nanoparticles and is influenced by
their size. After formation of the nanorods, the characteristic
Ag seed UV-Vis spectrum peak disappeared, and broad
nanorod peak showed up. Due to the increase of anisotropy
of the suspending particles as well as the size increase of
the dispersed rod-like particle, the UV-Vis spectrum was
broadened, and its absorbance was diminished.

From the synthesized sacrificial Ag nanorods, the Au
nanotubes were prepared. Preparation of the Au nanotubes
was performed via the galvanic replacement reaction using
a 10 mM HAuCl4 solution. The reaction is a voluntarily
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Figure 1: Characteristics of the sacrificial Ag nanorods. (a) TEM image of the seed silver nanoparticles (scale bar: 100 nm), (b) TEM image
of the synthesized sacrificial Ag nanorods (scale bar: 1 μm), (c) magnified image of the sacrificial Ag nanorods (scale bar: 100 nm), and (d)
UV-Vis spectroscopy of the Ag seeds and nanorods.

reaction in which the substitution of the Ag(s) core with
Au(s) is driven by the difference in their standard reduction
potentials. The standard reduction potentials of Ag and Au
ions at 25◦C are shown below [28]:

Ag+(aq
)

+ e− −→ Ag(s), E0 = +0.80 V, (1)

AuCl4
−(aq

) −→ Au(s) + 4Cl−, E0 = +1.00 V. (2)

The higher standard reduction potential of the gold ion
enables the replacement reaction to proceed spontaneously
such that the following chemical reaction is possible:

3Ag(s) + AuCl4
−(aq

) −→ 3Ag+(aq
)

+ Au(s) + 4Cl−
(
aq
)
.
(3)

The solid silver rod is the source of electrons similar to
other galvanic replacement reactions, and a gold nanotube
template is formed simultaneously.

Images of the synthesized porous Au nanotubes are
shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). As seen in the TEM
images, a cavity in the Au nanorods is present at lower
intensity. The SEM image shows a continuous gold layer,
and crystallinity of the gold shell was not observed. The
magnified image, Figure 2(c), shows the detailed structure
of the porous gold nanotube whose surfaces were roughened
after the replacement reaction. To confirm the replacement
of gold with silver, energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDXA)
was performed. Strong gold peaks at around 10 keV as well
as silver peaks are observed in Figure 2(d). The silver peaks
come from the remnant of Ag. The copper peaks result from
the TEM grid used in the measurements.

The replacement reaction using the gold precursor was
promoted by increasing the gold precursor concentration.
In Figure 3, the UV-Vis spectra after the replacement reac-
tion are shown at different gold precursor concentrations.
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Figure 2: Characteristics of synthesized gold nanotubes. (a, b) TEM and SEM images of the prepared gold nanotubes (scale bar: 200 nm),
(c) magnified image of the gold nanotubes (scale bar: 200 nm), and (d) EDXA peaks of the porous gold nanotubes.
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Figure 3: UV-Vis spectra of the gold nanorods prepared at different
gold precursor concentrations.

The UV-Vis spectra were taken after 20 minutes of the
replacement reaction at 100◦C with different gold precursor
concentrations. With increasing gold precursor concentra-
tion, the replacement of silver nanorods and gold layer
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Figure 4: Concentrations of silver ions dissolved from the solid
silver nanorods along with the gold precursor concentration.

formation were promoted such that peak broadening and a
red shift of the spectrum were observed.

3.2. Effects of Reaction Conditions on the Gold Nanotube
Formation. To investigate the replacement reaction in detail,
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Figure 5: (a) Gold ion concentration as a function of time at different reaction temperatures (lines are guide for eye), (b) the fitted line of
the reaction rate equation determined from the data points.

the concentration of dissolved Ag ions after the galvanic
replacement reaction was monitored. In addition, the degree
of galvanic replacement was determined while varying
the gold precursor ion concentration. The silver ion con-
centration in the aqueous solution was monitored after
completion of replacement with gold. The concentration
of dissolved silver ions increased linearly with the gold
precursor concentration, as seen in Figure 4. It is obvious
that the replacement reaction is directly proportional to
the precursor concentration. The slope of the regression
curve was 1.59, which is much lower than the stoichiometric
number of 3 in the replacement reaction in (3). Deviation
from stoichiometry may be due to the hydrolysis of AuCl4

−

ions in the aqueous solution, which is influenced by pH.
When the gold precursor solution (pH 2.92) was dissolved in
the silver nanorod solution, the pH of the nanorod solution
was 5.28. At this pH, the expected hydrolyzed AuCl4

− ion
structure is [AuCl2.1(OH)1.9]− releasing ∼1.9 Cl− ions [29].
The released Cl− ions repress the reduction of gold chloride
ions such that the experimental results deviate from the
stoichiometry of the replacement reaction. This result is in
agreement with the trend of reduction potential decrease
with pH increase [29]. Another potential explanation for the
deviation from stoichiometry is the precipitation of AgCl,
which consumes dissolved Ag+ ions via reaction with Cl−

ions. After the galvanic replacement, white water-insoluble
precipitates of AgCl were observed (data not shown) when
the reactant was cooled to room temperature. Unfortunately,
we were not able to separate the white precipitates from
the gold and silver nanorod particles to quantify their
amounts.

To investigate the reaction rate, the progress of the
replacement reaction was monitored by measuring the gold
precursor concentration. In Figure 5(a), the concentrations
of the AuCl4

− ions are plotted as a function of time at various
reaction temperatures. As seen in the results, the replacement
of solid silver nanorods with gold ions is promoted at
increased temperature. The concentration profile indicates
that most of the reaction is completed during the early stage
of reaction (in the first ten minutes).

The reaction rate of the galvanic replacement is influ-
enced by the concentrations of both the solid Ag nanorods
and the AuCl4

− ions. However, the reaction rate of AuCl4
−

ions, rAuCl4
− , is simply expressed as (4) under the assumption

of a constant silver nanorod concentration. The simplified
rate equation is only a function of the concentration of
AuCl4

− with the reaction rate constant k and the order of
the reaction β:

rAuCl4
− = − k C

β

AuCl4
− . (4)

The above rate equation is valid when the concentration
of silver nanorods is much higher than that of AuCl4

−,
as well as in the early stage of the reaction. In practice,
this assumption is advantageous because determination of
the molar concentration of silver nanorods is not practical
and most of the replacement reaction is completed in the
early stage. In the present experiments, the silver nanorod
concentration was set at 2.1 mg/mL, which is around four
times higher than that of HAuCl4 (1.43 mM in the mixture
which corresponds to ∼0.56 mg/mL), and the data in the
early stage of the reaction was used for the analysis. Since the
replacement reaction is taking place in a batch type reactor,
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Table 1: Reaction rate constant, k, at various temperatures.

Temperature [
◦
C] 25 40 60

k [(L/mol)0.24 ·min−1] 0.780 0.943 1.225

upon integration, (4) can be written as (5) using the initial
condition of CAucl4

− = C(Aucl4
−)0

:

t = 1
k

C
(1−β)
(Aucl4

−)0
− C

(1−β)
Aucl4

−

1− β . (5)

The k and β parameters were determined by nonlinear
regression using Polymath with the data sets in the early
stage of the reaction. After the data fitting, the order of the
reaction, β, was determined to be 1.24, while the reaction rate
constant k varied according to the reaction temperature. The
reaction rate constant k results are summarized in Table 1.
As expected, k increases with temperature. These values are
applicable for the early stage of the replacement reaction
of gold ions with solid silver, which explains the promoted
replacement reaction at increased temperature

4. Conclusions

The galvanic replacement method was applied for the
synthesis of gold nanotubes from sacrificial silver nanorods.
The progress of the replacement reaction was monitored
by obtaining UV-Vis spectra and by measuring the silver
and gold ion concentrations. The replacement reaction was
promoted by increased gold precursor concentration as
well as by increased reaction temperature. The dissolved
silver concentration increased linearly with the gold ion
concentration. The replacement reaction was promoted with
increased temperature, which enhances the reaction rate
constant. The reaction rate depends on the gold precursor
concentration nonlinearly. This study determined kinetic
information about gold replacement with sacrificial silver
nanorod templates through the galvanic replacement reac-
tion.
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